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ABSTRACT
To obtain the most accurate pulse arrival times from radio pulsars, it is necessary to
correct or mitigate the effects of the propagation of radio waves through the warm
and ionised interstellar medium. We examine both the strength of propagation effects
associated with large-scale electron-density variations and the methodology used to
estimate infinite-frequency arrival times. Using simulations of two-dimensional phase-
varying screens, we assess the strength and non-stationarity of timing perturbations
associated with large-scale density variations. We identify additional contributions
to arrival times that are stochastic in both radio frequency and time and therefore
not amenable to correction solely using times of arrival. We attribute this to the fre-
quency dependence of the trajectories of the propagating radio waves. We find that
this limits the efficacy of low-frequency (metre-wavelength) observations. Incorporat-
ing low-frequency pulsar observations into precision timing campaigns is increasingly
problematic for pulsars with larger dispersion measures.
Key words: gravitational waves – ISM structure – methods: statistical – pulsars:
general
1 INTRODUCTION
The pulsar-timing technique has enabled many studies fun-
damental to physics and astrophysics, including precise tests
of general relativity (Hulse & Taylor 1975; Kramer et al.
2006), constraints on the equation of state of dense nuclear
matter (Lattimer & Prakash 2007; Demorest et al. 2010),
and the discovery of the first planetary mass objects out-
side of the solar system (Wolszczan & Frail 1992).
One possible application of the pulsar-timing tech-
nique is the detection of gravitational waves (GWs) and
the characterisation of GW-emitting sources. GWs pass-
ing through the solar neighbourhood manifest as varia-
tions in arrival times in an array of (MSPs) (a pulsar tim-
ing array, PTA; Detweiler 1979; Hellings & Downs 1983;
Foster & Backer 1990) that have a quadrupolar correlation
on the sky. PTAs are sensitive to gravitational waves with
periods ranging from 1 month to 20 yr (frequencies be-
tween ≈ 2 and 400 nHz), with the band constrained by
the observing cadence and total timing-campaign duration.
The strongest gravitational-wave signal in the PTA observ-
ing band is predicted to be a stochastic background associ-
⋆ E-mail: ryan.shannon@csiro.au, cordes@astro.cornell.edu
ated with merging massive black holes (Jaffe & Backer 2003;
Sesana & Vecchio 2010; Ravi et al. 2012).
This background imparts a red-noise signal in the
TOAs1. This is in contrast with white signals that are un-
correlated between observations. The root mean squared
(rms) amplitude of the background in the residual TOAs
is predicted to be . 20 ns over a 5 year observing span
(Shannon & Cordes 2010, henceforth referred to as Paper
I). It is currently expected that 20 to 100 MSPs, with timing
precision between ≈ 10 and 100 ns level are required to sig-
nificantly detect gravitational radiation (Jenet et al. 2005,
Paper I, Cordes & Shannon 2012, Siemens et al. 2013). Con-
straints on the amplitude of the background indicate that
PTAs are sensitive to GWBs at astrophysically plausi-
ble levels (Shannon et al. 2013) and are already in ten-
sion with some models of Galaxy-black hole coevolution
(Shannon et al. 2015; Arzoumanian et al. 2016)
To reach the required precision for detecting GWs, it
is necessary to identify and correct for many perturba-
tions to the TOAs. These perturbations are incorporated
1 In power spectrum analysis, a red noise signal has more power
at lower fluctuation frequencies and is therefore strongly corre-
lated between observations.
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into sophisticated algorithms that incorporate maximum-
likelihood or Bayesian approaches. Some of these perturba-
tions are deterministic in time, independent of observing fre-
quency, and hence can be parameterized and directly mod-
elled (Edwards, Hobbs & Manchester 2006) or marginalized
analytically (Lentati et al. 2014). For example, the pertur-
bation associated with the secular spin down of the pulsar
is modelled through the inclusion of a quadratic polyno-
mial in the timing model. Other perturbations exist that
are stochastic in time but have a known frequency depen-
dence and can be corrected or constrained using multi-
frequency observations. These are associated with refrac-
tion and diffraction of radio waves in the ionised interstellar
(ISM), interplanetary, and ionopsheric media. In this paper,
we focus on understanding propagation delays associated
with the ISM.
Uncorrected perturbations contribute an additional er-
ror to TOAs and degrade the sensitivity of a PTA to GWs. It
is of particular interest to identify and correct red-noise per-
turbations because these more severely affect the sensitivity
of a PTA to a stochastic gravitational wave background than
white noise (Paper I).
As part of the effort to detect GWs with pulsars, we are
assessing stochastic perturbations to pulsar TOAs in PTA
observations. In Paper I, we estimated the levels of intrinsic
spin noise in MSPs. Based on the levels of timing noise in
the more slowly spinning and rotationally unstable canoni-
cal pulsars, and two MSPs that exhibit timing noise, we con-
cluded that for many MSPs, spin noise is present at levels
comparable to the GWB with similar temporal variability.
In Cordes & Shannon (2010) (henceforth referred to as
Paper II) we comprehensively assessed the stochastic per-
turbations to TOAs employing a physical model for TOAs.
One set of perturbations discussed in Paper II is associated
with the propagation of radio waves through the ISM. As
the radio emission travels from the pulsar to the Earth, it is
refracted by the warm ionised electrons (as shown in Figure
1), and the pulse TOA is retarded relative to the expected
TOA in vacuum. This delay varies with time because the
sampled region of the ISM changes as the pulsar-Earth line
of sight (LOS) changes due to relative motion of the Earth
and the pulsar through the Galaxy.
The effects of interstellar propagation can be partially
mitigated though identification and removal of radio fre-
quency dependent perturbations to the TOAs, because the
strength of refraction and hence the magnitude of the TOA
perturbation is strongly chromatic. This is in contrast with
other astrophysically interesting phenomena, such as gravi-
tational radiation, that impart achromatic perturbations.
Multi-frequency mitigation methods are at present only
minimally applied in precision-timing observations. It is usu-
ally assumed that chromatic variability in pulse TOAs is as-
sociated entirely with the change in the total electron con-
tent (the dispersion measure, DM) of the LOS through the
interstellar medium2, and the TOA is proportional to the
DM and the inverse square of observing frequency. When
2 The interplanetary medium and the ionosphere also contribute
to the DM. However the contributions are small, do not signifi-
cantly refract and diffract pulsar radiation at wavelengths of in-
terest, and are therefore not considered here.
the DM is larger, the pulses arrive slightly later, and vice-
versa. This effect is usually assumed to be completely de-
terministic in frequency; under this assumption TOAs can
be corrected by observing at only two frequencies. For the
nearby MSPs currently incorporated in PTAs observed at
typical observing frequencies, DM variation delays have an
rms amplitude of many microseconds. Indeed correcting for
DM variations has been identified as crucial to the success
of PTAs (You et al. 2007; Demorest et al. 2013; Keith et al.
2013; Lee et al. 2014).
The approximation that the ISM is smooth is poor.
It is well known that the electron plasma density fluc-
tuations in the ISM cover a wide variety of length
scales (Armstrong, Rickett, & Spangler 1995) and that
they cause multi-path propagation of the pulsar sig-
nal (Scheuer 1968; Rickett 1969, 1990). Thus, in ad-
dition to the DM delay, scattering effects must also
be considered (Armstrong 1984, Foster & Cordes 1990;
Hu, Stinebring & Romani 1991; Coles et al. 2010, hence-
forth referred to as C10; Paper II).
In this paper, we examine some of the propagation ef-
fects associated with diffraction and refraction in the inter-
stellar medium. We extend on previous studies of refractive
propagation effects. Foster & Cordes (1990) investigated
propagation effects using a one-dimensional screen. They
suggested that there were likely significant perturbations to
the pulse TOA associated with geometric path length vari-
ations that would not be corrected using the simple DM-
correction technique. Hu, Stinebring & Romani (1991) ex-
tended this analysis to a two-dimensional screen. Both of
these studies were conducted when there were only a few
known MSPs and timing precision was much poorer. A re-
examination of propagation effects is warranted because of
the increase in the number of known MSPs and the improve-
ment in timing precision. Cordes, Shannon, & Stinebring
(2016) investigated the mis-estimation of TOAs due to incor-
rect DM estimates. They modelled the frequency-dependent
screen-averaged DM and found that when RF bandwidths
exceeded an octave in frequency range, & 100 ns timing er-
rors are introduced. In a more restrictive model, Lam et al.
(2015) investigated the effects of non-contemporaneous
multi-frequency observations on correcting for DM varia-
tions, and found that for widely separated observing epochs,
the imprecision of DM correction would limit timing preci-
sion for the best pulsar at the levels required to detection
gravitational waves.
We quantitatively assess the efficacy of several mitiga-
tion strategies relevant to PTAs and other long-term timing
observations. This study is complementary to the study pre-
sented in C10, which focused on diffractive effects that cause
variations in TOAs on short time scales. Due to compu-
tational limitations associated with fully diffractive simula-
tions (discussed below) C10 only discussed wave propagation
in a narrow frequency band. Here we take a complementary
approach and focus on effects associated with time and size
scales comparable to and larger than refractive scales, en-
abling us to study the effects of large-scale variations over a
wide range of frequencies (> 15 : 1 bandwidth).
Our findings are presented as followed: In Section 2, we
discuss the relationship between the pulse perturbation and
the image brightness that is the basis of our analysis. In
Section 3, a refractive screen model for wave propagation
c© 2015 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–16
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Figure 1. Panel a: Propagation delay geometry. Observed TOAs
are corrected to the solar system barycentre (circle S), assuming
that the radio waves propagate along a direct LOS from the pulsar
(circle P) to the Earth (circle E). The coordinate system orien-
tation is labelled in the upper left corner of the panel. In this
analysis, scattering is assumed to be constrained to a thin screen
located a distance sD from the Earth along the pulsar earth LOS,
where D is the pulsar-Earth distance. At the screen distance, the
centre of the tube is offset from the direct LOS by an angle θr and
has a width θd. The location of the tube, projected on the screen
can also be characterised by an image intensity B(θ). Panels b-d:
Schematic diagrams of the emitted pulse shape (Panel b), pulse
broadening function p(τ, ν) (Panel c), and observed pulse shape
(Panel d), as a function of pulse phase φ = t/P , where t is the
residual time and P is the pulse period.
is motivated and an approximation for the image intensity
is presented. In Section 4, the TOA perturbations from the
refractive screen are discussed. In Section 5, a series of simu-
lations conducted to investigate refractive perturbations are
presented. The details of the simulations are presented in the
Appendix. In Section 6, mitigation strategies are described.
In Section 7, we discuss future observations that can con-
firm the presence of these effects and simulations that guide
their analysis. In Section 8, we summarise our findings and
motivate future studies that complement this work.
Throughout this paper we use frequency in two distinct
ways. Observing radio frequency (RF) is denoted as ν. Fluc-
tuation frequency, which is the conjugate variable to time in
the spectral analyses of a time series, is denoted as f .
2 PROPAGATION DELAYS & IMAGE
INTENSITY
Interstellar propagation contributes both a bulk delay that
retards pulse TOAs and changes the shape of the received
pulse. The effects of interstellar propagation are schemati-
cally displayed in Figure 1. In panel a, the observed topocen-
tric TOAs are measured from pulsed radio waves that have
traveled along a path from the pulsar (circle P) to the earth
(circle E). These TOAs are then referred to the the solar
system barycentre (circle S). Inhomogeneities in the warm
interstellar plasma cause the radio waves to travel along an
ensemble of paths depicted as the banana-shaped tube de-
marcated by thin solid lines in Figure 1. In this analysis,
scattering is assumed to be constrained to a thin screen lo-
cated a distance sD from the Earth along the pulsar earth
LOS, where D is the pulsar distance. This geometry is mo-
tivated in Section 3.
At the screen, the centre of the tube has a width θd
and is offset from the direct LOS by an angle θr; unlike the
configuration displayed here, we expect in typical situations
θd > θr. The shape and location of the tube can be charac-
terised by its image intensity B(θ).
Figure 1, panels b-d show how the emitted pulse shape
(panel b) is affected by the pulse broadening function p(τ, ν),
(panel c), resulting in an altered observed pulse shape (panel
d). Interstellar dispersion and the bulk offset from the direct
LOS delay the TOA of the pulse by amounts labeled ∆tDM
and ∆tr, respectively. The width of the tube θd causes the
pulse to be broadened, resulting in a further delay ∆td. The
total delay of the pulse ∆ttot is the sum of ∆td, ∆tr, and
∆tDM.
The effects of interstellar broadening are expressed us-
ing a pulse broadening function (PBF) p(τ, ν), which is also
referred to as the impulse-response function. Using the PBF,
the received pulse Ir(t, ν) at an observation frequency ν and
time t is related to the emitted pulse Ie(t, ν) by a convolu-
tion
Ir(t, ν) =
∫
dτIe(τ, ν)p(t− τ, ν). (1)
The PBF itself is related to the scattered image inten-
sity B(θ) by (Cordes & Lazio 2001; Rickett 2006)
p(t, ν) =
∫
dθB(θ, ν)δ(∆tθ(θ, ν)− t)∫
dθB(θ, ν)
, (2)
where ∆tθ(θ, ν) is the net delay through point θ in the im-
age, and δ is the Dirac delta function. We also note that this
expression is valid for all scattering strengths and is merely
a statement of conservation of energy, i.e, the flux in the
observed pulse is equal to the flux in its image.
Because the shape of the tube varies with frequency and
time, both the structure of the PBF and the shape of the
pulse change. To determine the effect of the PBF on pulse
TOA, it is in general necessary to apply a TOA estimation
algorithm, in which the observed pulse is compared to a
template (e.g., Taylor 1992). However, if the PBF is much
narrower than the observed pulse, the TOA perturbation
∆t is the mean of the PBF (Hemberger & Stinebring 2008;
Paper II)
∆t(ν) =
∫
∞
0
tp(t, ν)dt. (3)
This limit is applicable to current pulsar timing array
observations because, for most pulsars currently observed
in PTAs, scattering is relatively weak at the typically em-
ployed observing frequencies3 (ν ≈ 0.5 GHz to 3 GHz) and
the width of the PBF is ≪ 1 µs, which is much less than
3 We note there have been observations of large delays from inter-
stellar scattering for some pulsars with lines of sight comparable
to MSPs (e.g., Brisken et al. 2010) for which this limit may not be
applicable. A detailed examination of this case is found in paper
II.
c© 2015 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–16
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the width of the most narrow (≈ 50 µs) features in pulsar
profiles.
By substituting equation (2) into equation (3), the TOA
perturbation is
∆t(ν) =
∫
dθB(θ, ν)∆tθ(θ, ν)∫
dθB(θ, ν)
. (4)
In our analysis, equation (4) is used to partition the
propagation delay into different components, enabling the
identification of unique scaling relationships in both observ-
ing frequency ν and fluctuation frequency f . Through a
point on the screen θ, a sub-perturbation i contributes a
net delay ∆tθ,i(θ). The image-averaged perturbation is
∆ti(ν) =
∫
dθ∆tθ,i(θ, ν)B(θ, ν)∫
dθB(θ, ν)
. (5)
3 WAVE PROPAGATION & THIN-SCREEN
SCATTERING
The observed emission is instantaneously the combination of
scattered radio waves that have traveled in many trajectories
through a curved ellipsoidal tube. The tube is characterised
by an angular width θd, which can be related to the refrac-
tive length scale ℓr on the screen by θd ≈ ℓr/(sD), which is
displayed in Figure 1.
Interstellar propagation effects can be divided into two
classes distinguished by their spatial scales. Propagation de-
lays on small length scales (comparable to the width of
the tube) result from self interference of the radio emis-
sion and are associated with path length differences and
electron-density variations along different trajectories within
the tube. The emission shows variations in frequency be-
cause of the frequency dependence of the phase of the elec-
tromagnetic waves and in time because of the changing
pulsar-Earth LOS. These short term intensity variations are
referred to as diffractive interstellar scintillation (DISS).
In addition to causing intensity variations, DISS results
in TOAs variations. Cordes et al. (1990) examined short-
term variations in the TOAs of the MSP B1937+21, and
showed that DISS was limiting timing precision at low fre-
quencies. C10 examined these effects in simulation and ob-
servations and in both cases found a correlation between
pulse arrival time and flux for another MSP, J0437−4715.
However the TOA perturbation was found to be an order of
magnitude larger than expected from this relatively weakly
scattered pulsar. Hemberger & Stinebring (2008) monitored
the slower spinning (canonical) pulsar B1737+13 over half
a year and predicted that scattering variations would limit
the achieved timing precision if it could be timed to the pre-
cision obtained for MSPs. Between observation epochs these
diffractive effects are uncorrelated and can be treated as a
white noise source.
On scales larger than θd, electron-density variations al-
ter the shape of the tube and its position relative to the di-
rect LOS, resulting in both variations in flux and the statis-
tics of the DISS. These longer term variations are referred to
as refractive interstellar scintillation (RISS). Because these
effects are caused by electron-density fluctuations on scales
much larger than the diffractive effects, they can introduce
red-noise or non-stationary effects into data sets.
3.1 Modelling image intensity
It is necessary in general to model the observed radio emis-
sion by integrating over a large three dimensional space
(Lambert & Rickett 1999), over the wide range of radio fre-
quencies of interest and long time spans of pulsar-timing
campaigns. Furthermore, because the ISM is turbulent,
modelling radio wave propagation beyond second-moment
statistical properties necessarily requires simulation. It is
presently computationally prohibitive to conduct a full
three-dimensional simulation of wave propagation because
of the dynamic range required to model sub-au scale diffrac-
tive variations to ∼kpc distant pulsars.
To conduct a full simulation requires modelling of wave
propagation from length scales as small as the diffractive
length scale ℓd, which is the length scale over which the ISM
changes the phase of the radio waves by ≈ π radians. For
the lines of sight and observing frequencies relevant to pulsar
timing, ℓd ≈ 109 cm. The largest length scales are different in
each dimension of the simulation. Along the LOS (the z-axis
of Figure 1; the coordinate system is labelled on the top-left
corner of panel a), the length scale is the distance to the
pulsar (nominally ∼ 1021 cm). In the direction of projected
motion (the x-axis of Figure 1), the outer scale of the simula-
tion is the projected motion of the pulsar, (VeffT ≈ 1014 cm,
for Veff = 100 km s
−1, and T = 10 yr). Perpendicular to
the projected direction of motion (the y-axis of Figure 1),
the refractive length scale ℓr (nominally 10
13 cm for the
pulsars and observing frequencies relevant here). For these
typical values, to possess the required spatial dynamic range
a computationally impractical phase screen comprising 1022
spatial samples is needed.
Two physically valid approximations make the simula-
tions computationally viable. Firstly, scattering is assumed
to be located predominantly in a geometrically thin phase-
changing screen, which appears to be the case for some
nearby pulsars (Stinebring et al. 2001; Cordes et al. 2006;
Putney & Stinebring 2006).
Even with this assumption, it is unfeasible to conduct
simulations over the wide range of frequencies (a factor
of 2 or greater) necessary for pulsar timing observations over
the observing spans of T = 5 to 10 yr relevant for GW de-
tection. A computationally viable simulation of a two di-
mensional screen can be conducted by either reducing the
total observing time and range of frequencies modelled or
by neglecting diffractive effects. C10 chose to reduce both
the range of frequencies modelled and total observing span.
Over a narrow range of frequencies and an observing span
of a few months, C10 conducted a full diffractive simulation.
They additionally assumed that dispersive delays could be
perfectly corrected.
In the simulations presented here, the screen res-
olution is reduced by modelling only phase variations
comparable to or larger than the refractive length scale
ℓr and using a renormalization method first presented
by Cordes, Pidwerbetsky & Lovelace (1986). Because ℓr is
much larger than the diffractive scale, we can simulate phase
screens over a wide range of observing frequencies over
T = 10 yr observing spans, enabling a proper assessment
of the non-stationarity of refractive propagation delays.
In Appendix A, we present a model for the image in-
tensity B(θ) that we summarise briefly here. First, the lo-
c© 2015 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–16
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cations of unique sub-images are identified at stationary
phase points (SPPs), where the gradient of the total phase
(the combined geometric and refractive phase) is zero. These
SPPs identify regions where the phase is slowly changing and
hence the waves constructively interfere. Around each SPP,
the refractive phase is modelled using a paraboloid. It is as-
sumed that the unmodeled diffractive phase variations fol-
low ensemble-average behaviour, with a non-refracted image
intensity B0(θ). Under these assumptions, the wave prop-
agation through the screen can be calculated analytically
using the Kirchhoff diffraction integral (KDI), and the in-
tensity of the refracted image B(θ) expressed as a function
of the non-refracted image. With the paraboloidal approx-
imation, there are two modifications to the non-refracted
image. Firstly, relative to the direct line of sight, the image
centre is offset to the stationary phase point θ0 = r0/(sD).
Secondly, relative to the unperturbed image, the image is ro-
tated and stretched along two principal axes, parametrized
by a 2×2 matrixM . With this approximation, the refracted
image can be expressed as a function of the non-refracted
image,
B(θ, ν) = B0 (M [θ − θ0], ν) . (6)
The image distortion also causes flux-density variability
that may be correlated with the TOA perturbations. Rela-
tive to the non-refracted image, the flux density is
Frel(ν) =
∫
dθB(θ, ν)∫
dθB0(θ, ν)
. (7)
With this model for image intensity, we can calculate
the delays through the screen. As these expressions model
only parabolic variations in refractive phase, they underes-
timate the strength of effects near caustics and other situa-
tions in which diffraction plays a strong role. To study these
effects it is necessary to employ a fully diffractive simulation,
which is beyond the scope of this paper.
4 TOA PERTURBATIONS
4.1 Dispersive perturbations
Through a point θ on the screen the TOA perturbation as-
sociated with radio-wave dispersion is
∆tDM,θ(ν) = −2π
ν
φr(θ, ν), (8)
where φr is the dispersive contribution to the screen phase.
This perturbation is anti-correlated with the screen phase
because the delay is associated with the group velocity (and
not the phase velocity) of the propagating radio waves.
Averaged over the entire image, the delay is
∆tDM(ν) = −
(
2π
ν
) ∫
dθB(θ, ν)Φr(θ)∫
dθB(θ, ν)
. (9)
This delay is both deterministically and stochastically
wavelength dependent. By expanding about the direct LOS,
the different contributions are identified:
∆tDM = −
(
2π
ν
)
Φ(0) −
(
2π
ν
)
ΦSPP(0)
−
(
2π
ν
) ∫
dθB(θ) [Φ(θ)− ΦSPP(0)− Φ(0)]∫
dθB(θ)
= ∆tDM +∆tDM,C +∆tDM,I . (10)
The first term in equation (10), ∆tDM, is the group de-
lay along the direct LOS. It is deterministically correlated
between observations at different frequencies, and is com-
pletely removed by the standard DM correction scheme that
uses TOAs at two or more widely separated frequencies to
estimate DM (You et al. 2007; Keith et al. 2013). The sec-
ond term, ∆tDM,C , is the delay through the centre of the
image (i.e, the delay through the SPP). This term is not
perfectly correlated between different frequencies because
the location of the SPPs vary with frequency. The third
term, ∆tDM,I , is associated with the averaging of the phase
across the image B(θ), and also changes with frequency and
time. At lower frequencies the scattered image is larger, and
hence the delay is averaged over a larger region of the phase
screen. Additionally, the shape and the location of the image
decorrelate with increasingly widely separated frequencies
(Cordes, Shannon, & Stinebring 2016).
4.2 Geometric delays
There are TOA variations associated with the variable path
length through the refracted image that we classify as ge-
ometric perturbations. Pulse TOAs are determined at the
observatory and then referred to the solar system barycen-
tre (SSB) using a model for the position of the Earth. This
correction depends on the assumed position of the pulsar,
which, for MSPs, is typically found to highest precision by
modelling the TOAs.
The perturbations associated with refraction are the dif-
ference between the propagation time in the presence and
absence of the screen. In the absence of the screen, the radio
waves travel directly from the pulsar to the Earth. We define
a coordinate system with the SSB at the origin, the pulsar at
position D = Dnˆ, and the Earth is at a time-variable loca-
tion r⊕(t). For clarity of presentation the pulsar is assumed
to be stationary, which does not affect our analysis.
In the absence of a refracting screen, the propagation
time from the pulsar to the solar-system barycentre is
∆t⊙ =
D
c
(11)
and the propagation time from the pulsar to the Earth is
∆t⊕ =
1
c
∣∣D − r⊕∣∣
≈ D
c
[
1 +
1
2
(
r2⊕
D2
− 2r⊕ · nˆ
D
)]
. (12)
Therefore in the absence of the screen, a correction ∆t =
∆t⊕−∆t⊙ is applied to refer the arrival times to the SSB:
∆t = −1
c
(
r⊕ · nˆ
)
+
1
2c
r2⊕
D
. (13)
The first term is associated with the pulsar’s sky position
and results in an 1 yr periodic variation in the TOAs. The
c© 2015 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–16
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second term is constant assuming the Earth is in a circular
orbit.
In the presence of a refracting screen, the path length
to the Earth is increased relative to the direct LOS. The
travel time through a point in the screen offset by r from
the direct LOS is
∆t⊕,s(r) =
1
c
|(1− s)Dnˆ+ r|+
∣∣∣sDnˆ+ r − r⊕∣∣∣ (14)
≈ D
c
+
1
2c
[
2(r − r⊕) · nˆ+
r2
(1− s)D +
(r − r⊕)2
sD
]
.
The total geometric perturbation is the difference be-
tween equations (14) and (12):
∆tg(r) =
1
2c
[
2r · nˆ + r
2 − 2(1− s)r · r⊕
s(1− s)D
+
(
1− s
s
)
r2⊕
D
]
. (15)
Substituting θ = r/(sD), and noting that r · nˆ = 0, the
total geometric perturbation is
∆tθ,g(θ) =
(
D
2c
)(
s
1− s
)
θ2 − 1
c
θ · r⊕ +
(
1− s
2s
)
r2⊕
cD
. (16)
The first term in equation (16) is the geometric delay
through the screen. The second term is the result of incor-
rectly referencing the arrival time of the pulse at the solar
system barycentre. The final term is nearly constant in time
because the Earth’s motion about the SSB is nearly circular
and is henceforth ignored.
In the case of a single stationary phase point (i.e., a sin-
gle sub-image), the geometric delay averaged over the image
is found by substituting equation (16) into equation (5) and
integrating over θ,
∆tg(ν) =
(
D
2c
)(
s
1− s
)
θ2r − 1cθr · r⊕
+
1
detM
(
D
2c
)(
s
1− s
)
θ2d, (17)
where it is assumed that the non-refracted image is centred
on the origin, i.e.,∫
θB0(θ)dθ = 0, (18)
θr is the centre of the refracted image (as expressed in equa-
tion A12 in the Appendix), and θ2d is the mean squared de-
flection angle,
θ2d ≡
∫
θ2B0(θ)dθ∫
B0(θ)dθ
. (19)
We emphasise that θr, θd, and M all vary with observing
frequency and epoch, and that the perturbations will contain
terms that are at least partially stochastic in frequency.
4.3 Total delay and scaling relationships
The total delay ∆ttot is the sum of the perturbations asso-
ciated with dispersion found in Equation (9), and the geo-
metric and diffractive delay terms found in Equation (17).
These perturbations have fluctuations that vary with both
radio frequency and time. In Table 1 we summarise the scal-
ing laws in radio frequency and fluctuation frequency. We
show the scalings for the image shape parameters: phase Φ,
the components of the vector θ0, and matrix M . We also
show the scalings for the TOA perturbations which are in
general functions of these terms. To estimate the scalings,
we assume that the phase has a power-law power spectrum
(equivalent to assuming that electron-density variations also
have power-law statistics) and that its structure function can
be expressed as
DΦ(b) ≡ 〈Φ(r)Φ(r + b)〉 = π2
(
b
ℓd
)β−2
, (20)
where ℓd is the diffractive scale. The exponent β is expected
to range between 3 and 4, with β = 11/3 in a Kolmogorov
medium.
The perturbations show three distinct scalings with ra-
dio frequency, suggesting that observations at minimally
four frequencies are potentially necessary to recover an
achromatic signal of interest within the TOAs. Because some
of the scalings depend on the power spectrum of the phase
variations, proper correction requires that ancillary obser-
vations be used to measure β, or that β is included as a
parameter in the TOA modelling. This can accomplished by
using the TOA observations themselves (requiring observa-
tion at a fifth observing frequency), or analysis of ancillary
information such as DISS.
The perturbations show a wide variety of time vari-
ability because they have power spectra with spectral in-
dexes nominally between −2 and +2. The perturbations
also show non-stationarity that is different than expected
from the gravitational wave background, which has a power
spectrum with spectral indices between −4 to −5, for back-
ground formed from MBH binaries (Jaffe & Backer 2003)
and cosmic strings (Damour & Vilenkin 2005), respectively.
5 SIMULATING REFRACTIVE
PERTURBATIONS
We conducted a series of simulations for a wide variety of
screen and observing frequencies to determine the strength
of the propagation effects and assess the efficacy of mit-
igation techniques. A detailed description of the imple-
mentation is presented in Appendix B. By construction,
the pulsar and SSB are held fixed relative to a moving
phase screen that incorporates actual motions of the pul-
sar and SSB. Therefore, as a function of time the phase
is Φ(x, t) = Φ(x − sVpt − (1 − s)r⊕(t)), where r⊕(t) is
the Earth’s position relative to the solar system barycentre
perpendicular to the LOS and Vp is the pulsar’s transverse
velocity.
5.1 Generating phase screens
Phase variations are modelled on a grid, with grid size and
spacing constrained by the required spatial dynamic range.
The screen must be sufficiently large to model the largest
relevant length scales: perpendicular to the effective motion,
the screen must be much larger than the image size at the
lowest frequency (the frequency at which the image has the
largest size). In the direction of projected motion, the screen
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Table 1. Radio and Fluctuation Frequency Scaling Laws
Property Symbol RF FF
Shape
Phase Φ −2 −β
Refraction Angle θr (∝ ∂Φ) −2 −β + 2
Curvature C (∝ ∂2Φ) −2 −β + 4
Diffraction Angle θd −γ 0
TOA Perturbations
DM through LOS ∆tDM −2 −β
DM through SPP ∆tDM,C −2 −β + 2
DM through screen ∆tDM,S −2− γ −2β + 4
Barycentering Error ∆tBary −2 −β + 2
Geometric Delay ∆tGeo −4 −2β + 4
PBF variations ∆tDiff −2− γ −β + 4
Gravitational Wave Background
GWB ... 0 −4 to −5
Scaling laws for the strengths of different perturbations in radio
frequency (RF) and fluctuation frequency (FF). The medium is
assumed to have density fluctuations with a power-law
wavenumber spectrum PΦ ∝ q
−β . In the top row, the scaling
with respect to properties of the refracted image are displayed.
In the bottom rows, the scalings for the various TOA
perturbations are displayed. Note that γ ≡ 2β/(β − 2).
must be sufficiently large to model the motion of the pul-
sar across the screen or the refractive scale at the lowest
frequency, whichever is larger. The screen must also have
sufficient resolution to over-resolve the image at the highest
observing frequency (the frequency at which the refractive
scale is the smallest). Fluctuations are generated to follow
a predetermined ensemble-average fluctuation power spec-
trum PΦ(q). Additionally, we assume that the outer scale
of the medium L0 = 1/q0 (the length scale at which the
phase variations become stationary) is larger than the screen
size Lmax = 1/qmax and the inner scale Lin is much smaller
than the smallest scale of the simulation Lmin = 1/qmin.
To model the smoothing caused by DISS, a Gaussian low-
pass filter is applied to the screen in the Fourier domain
W (q) = exp(−q2/2q2r ) where qr = 1/ℓr. In Figure 2 we dis-
play the schematic ensemble-average power spectrum of the
fluctuations and relevant lengths scales of the simulation.
5.2 Calculating the perturbations
At each time and observing frequency, the refracted im-
age B(θ) is calculated by locating stationary phase points
(SPPs) using a grid search. Around each SPP the phase Φr
is approximated with a paraboloid. The total perturbation
is found by numerically integrating Equations (9) and (17)
over the scattered sub-images formed around each SPP. In
the simulations presented here, we assume that there is only
one SPP per epoch.
Figure 2. Schematic power spectrum Pφ(q) versus spatial fre-
quency q for square-law (Pφ ∝ q
−4, upper curve S) and Kol-
mogorov (PΦ ∝ q
−11/3, lower curve K) media. The media are
calibrated such that they have the same size fluctuations at
the diffractive scale ℓd = 1/qd. The simulations only include
structures between the reciprocal of the maximum length scale
qmax = 1/L = 1/VeffT , where Veff is the effective motion of the
LOS across the screen and T is the total observing span; and
the reciprocal of the minimum length scale in the medium qmin,
which is the refractive scale at the highest observing frequency.
While the electron density contains fluctuations over a wide range
of scales (thin dashed lines), the phase fluctuations are smoothed
to the refractive scale to properly model DISS smoothing (thick
lines). The dotted line represents the power spectrum used for
the smooth media simulations, discussed in Section 5.4.1.
5.3 Simulation properties
We investigated a variety of scattering screen and observ-
ing frequencies. The simulations were based on media with
fluctuations with power-law spectra and a range of screen
strengths. The screen strengths were defined using the
diffractive scintillation bandwidth ∆νd at a fiducial observ-
ing frequency νREF.
We simulated observing strategies based on those em-
ployed in current PTAs (Hobbs et al. 2010; Demorest et al.
2013; Kramer & Champion 2013; Manchester et al. 2013)
and those likely to be employed with PTAs on planned
facilities such as the Square Kilometre Array (SKA,
Janssen et al. 2015). We simulated perturbations over a
broad range of frequencies (enabling us also to investigate
the effect of observing bandwidth), and levels of additive
white noise.
For the simulations presented here, TOAs at a total of
NTOA = 500 epochs were simulated at evenly spaced inter-
vals over a T = 5 yr observing span. This observing span
matches nominal PTA observing campaign specified for the
detection of the stochastic GWB with moderate confidence
(paper I, Jenet et al. 2005), but is shorter than current
timing-array campaigns.
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5.4 Phenomenology
5.4.1 Smooth media
We first generated smooth screens that only have fluctua-
tions on spatial scales comparable to the screen size. Further
details of this implementation are provided in Appendix B.
We found that in the simulations, the perturbations followed
the expected frequency scalings displayed in Table 1, indi-
cating that our code is correctly implementing the model
outlined above.
5.4.2 Turbulent media
Simulations of single realisations of TOA perturbations as-
sociated with Kolmogorov and square law turbulent media
are displayed in Figures 3 and 4, respectively, for scattering
screens with the strength expected from PSR B1937+21. It
has the sixth-largest DM of the pulsars in current PTA sam-
ples (Manchester & IPTA 2013) and is also one of the most
scattered pulsars observed with ∆νd ≈ 1 MHz at a frequency
of 1.4 GHz (Keith et al. 2013). While the best pulsars have
lower DM and are less scattered than PSR B1937+21, it is
possible that more pulsars with this level of scattering (or
greater) will be incorporated into PTAs as more highly dis-
persed MSPs are discovered. We simulated observations at
12 frequencies between 0.7 and 3.1 GHz, nominally covering
the frequency range of current PTA efforts, and a frequency
range likely employed in future broad-band observations of
the pulsar.
In Figure 5, we show perturbations for the more weakly
scattered PSR J1713+0747 over a wider range of fre-
quencies. PSR J1713+0747 shows the best timing preci-
sion in current timing-array efforts (Demorest et al. 2013;
Arzoumanian et al. 2015). It also shows only modest levels
of scattering with ∆νd ≈ 30 MHz at a frequency of 1.4 GHz
(Keith et al. 2013). For this pulsar, we simulated observa-
tions at 15 frequencies between 0.2 and 3.0 GHz. These sim-
ulations enable us to assess the utility of observations with
metre-wavelength arrays currently being commissioned and
the low-frequency component of the Square Kilometre Array
(SKA).
For each realisation, the perturbations are displayed at
three frequencies spanning the simulated range. Here we
highlight a few qualitative properties of the perturbations,
but note that large realisation-to-realisation variations in
the strength and nature of the perturbations are exhibited
because of the stochasticity of the phase screens.
Strength and stationarity: The rms values of the dif-
ferent perturbations range over an order of magnitude, de-
pending on the strength of the scattering and the RF. Vari-
ations in DM contribute perturbations that have both the
largest amplitude and the most non-stationary (i.e., most
red) behaviour. Most but not all of the DM variations are
correlated between observing bands. To better identify the
components of the perturbation that correlated and uncor-
related in observing frequency, we show the two terms of
the dispersive delay identified in equation (10): the disper-
sive delay through the direct LOS ∆tDM, through the image
centre ∆tDM,C, and averaged over the image ∆tDM,I. The
barycentric-correction term ∆tBary shows modestly periodic
variations if the image remains in the same offset position
for many years. For pulsars moving slowly relative to the
Earth in the presence of screens with strong gradients, the
DM variations can show annual variations as the pulsar-
earth LOS annually revisits the same electron column den-
sity (Keith et al. 2013).
Frequency Scaling: TOA variations are larger and
smoother at lower frequencies. The frequency scaling of the
rms amplitudes of the perturbations are weaker than pre-
dicted in Table 1 because diffraction smooths over the scat-
tering screen.
Correlation between ∆tDM,S and ∆tDiff : The dispersive
delay associated with the centre of the stationary phase
point ∆tDM,C is directly correlated with the geometric delay,
which was also noted in C10 and Paper II.
Differences between Kolmogorov and square law media:
For the same scattering strength at a fixed reference fre-
quency, square-law media show smoother perturbations be-
cause the screen contains greater power on larger spatial
scales. The barycentric correction term has a larger and
more periodic component in the simulation because promi-
nent large-scale structures refract the SPP farther away from
the direct LOS for longer periods of time (in some cases
many years). Annual variations are observed when diffrac-
tive smoothing is larger than the distance the pulsar moves
on the screen in the year, so are more apparent at lower
frequencies.
Correlation between ∆tDiff and Flux Density: There
have been previous reports of an anti-correlation be-
tween pulse arrival and refractive flux density variations
(Lestrade, Rickett & Cognard 1998) and during extreme
scattering events (Cognard et al. 1993). In the refractive
simulations presented here, there is a modest correlation
between flux density (in the uppermost panels of Figure 4
and 3) and ∆t. For square-law media there is a large varia-
tion in the level of correlation from realisation to realisation.
For Kolmogorov simulations there is a 20% to 40% anti-
correlation between flux density and dispersive delay tDM,
consistent with observations of PSR B1937+21 reported in
Lestrade, Rickett & Cognard (1998). Refractive flux-density
variations are difficult to measure in practice because DISS
introduces a large estimation error on the refracted flux.
We also note the presence of peaks in the power spectra
at frequencies near 1 yr−1 that are associated with the effect
of the Earth’s motion about the solar-system barycentre.
6 MITIGATING REFRACTIVE
PERTURBATIONS
6.1 Mitigation methods
We investigated several strategies for estimating infinite-
frequency TOAs t∞ using only the measured TOAs. At each
epoch, TOAs are measured at discrete frequencies. A general
model for single-epoch TOAs is
t(ν) = t∞ +
Nc∑
i=1
Ciν
−Xi , (21)
where t∞ is the estimated infinite-frequency arrival time and
the i = 1, Nc additional terms model chromatic TOA vari-
ations with unique power-law spectral scalings Xi. In the
next sections we explore the appropriate number of terms
Nc and spectral indices to include in arrival-time modelling.
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Figure 3. ISM-induced perturbations to TOAs for a Kolmogorov medium at observing frequencies νRF = 0.7 GHz (left panel),
1.5 GHz (centre), and 3.1 GHz (right). The level of scattering is similar to that of the MSP B1937+21. From bottom to top, we display
the dispersive perturbation through the direct LOS ∆tDM (DM), the dispersive perturbation associated with the centre of the image
∆tDM,C (DM,C), the dispersive delay associated with image averaging ∆tDM,I (DM,I), the path-length variation associated with the
offset of the stationary phase point ∆tGeo (Geo), the barycentric perturbation term ∆tBary (Bary), and the geometric perturbation
associated with the averaging image ∆tDiff (Diff). For the plots of ∆tDiff we have subtracted the average ∆tDiff,avg for clarity. We also
display the relative flux Frel normalised to the non-diffracted flux (F). We show maximum-entropy power spectra to the right of each
time series. Both the abscissa and ordinate are displayed with logarithmic scaling. The amplitudes of the power spectra are labeled in
logarithmic units to the right of the plots in either µs2 yr or ns2 yr. In the case of the power spectra of the flux, the power spectra are
in arbitrary units.
Figure 4. ISM-induced perturbations to TOAs for a square-law medium at observing frequencies νRF = 0.7 GHz (left panel) and
1.5 GHz (centre), and 3.1 GHz (right panel). The plots are labeled the same as for Figure 3.
Within the modelled phase screens there are five determinis-
tic frequency scalings: the achromatic term (t∞) and terms
proportional to ν−Xi , where Xi = −2,≈ −4.4, and −6.4.
If no chromatic terms are included, the model for the
time of arrival t(ν) at frequency ν is simply
t(ν) = t(1)∞ , (22)
where the superscript labels this as model (1). This model
is applicable when chromatic perturbations are very small
relative to other TOA errors such as those due to receiver
noise.
In most current precision timing observations, TOAs
are corrected assuming that the only chromatic perturba-
tions is proportional to ν−2 which is assumed to be associ-
ated with DM variations, though it will also correct for the
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Figure 5. ISM-induced perturbations to TOAs for a Kolmogorov medium, but with PSR J1713+0747-strength scattering at observing
frequencies νRF = 0.2 GHz (left panel) and 1.4 GHz (centre), and 3.0 GHz (right panel). The plots are labeled the same as for Figure 3.
barycentric error. In this case model (2) is
t(ν) = t(2)∞ + C
(2)
−2ν
−2. (23)
A three-term mitigation strategy includes an additional
term that scales ∝ ν−X(3)3 with a value dependent on the
LOS structure:
t(ν) = t(3)∞ + C
(3)
2 ν
−2 +C
(3)
3 ν
−X
(3)
3 , (24)
In a previous analysis, Foster & Cordes (1990) used X
(3)
3 =
4 because they assumed that the geometric term ∆tGeo has
the largest contribution after the dispersive delay.
Similarly, the four-term model has two terms in addition
to a ν−2 scaling:
t(ν) = t(4)∞ + C
(4)
2 ν
−2 +C
(4)
3 ν
−X
(4)
3 + C
(4)
4 ν
−X
(4)
4 , (25)
where the frequency scalings of X
(4)
3 , X
(4)
4 depend on the
properties of medium, because these will determine which
particular perturbing term dominates the TOA variations.
We consider two TOA weighting schemes used to con-
duct the least-squares fits to the models presented in Equa-
tions (22) to (25). In the first, the TOAs are weighted by
their formal TOA uncertainties. In the latter, in quadra-
ture to the white noise uncertainty, we add a frequency-
dependent uncertainty that accounts for the decorrelation of
the TOAs. We assume that the additional uncertainty can
be characterised by a characteristic bandwidth ∆νC (note
that this is not necessarily the scintillation bandwidth) at a
frequency νc and has a power-law scaling,
σuncorr =
1
2π∆νC
(
ν
νc
)
−Y
, (26)
where ∆νc and Y are unknown parameters; we therefore
search for values that minimise the infinite frequency timing
error.
6.2 Examples and assessment of efficacy
In Figures 6 to 8, we display the corrected residuals for the
same realisations of Kolmogorov and square-law scattering
presented in Figures 3 to 5, representing lines of sight like
PSR B1937+21 observed at frequencies between 0.7 GHz
and 3.1 GHz, and PSR J1713+0747 between 0.2 GHz and
3.0 GHz.
In these cases, we have assumed that the TOA estima-
tion error in a 200 MHz band close to 1.4 GHz is 50 ns,
and is entirely associated with template-fitting uncertainty.
To determine TOA errors at other frequencies we assumed
that the telescope sensitivity is independent of frequency,
but that the sky background scales as Ssky ∝ ν−2.75, the
pulse width scales proportional to ν−0.3 and the pulsar spec-
trum scales as ν−2. We do not account for intrinsic jitter
noise in estimating the arrival time (Os lowski et al. 2011;
Shannon & Cordes 2012; Shannon et al. 2014) or the finite-
scintle effect associated with stochastic pulse broadening due
to diffractive scintillation (Cordes & Shannon 2010).
In the left series of plots in Figures 6 to 8, we show a
comparison of the multi-term strategies applied to the TOAs
while retaining TOA uncertainties that are their formal
white-noise uncertainties. To the right of each time series we
show its power spectrum. The estimates of t∞ derived from
the two-term (ν−2) correction scheme show additional noise
compared to the three-term and four term strategies. This
noise has a band-pass like power spectrum. While three and
four-term correction strategies result in smaller and whiter
residual time series compared to two-term mitigation strate-
gies, the additional correction comes at the expense of higher
white-noise levels in estimates of t∞.
In all cases, the corrected time series are correlated on
time scales comparable to the refractive time scale, which is
demonstrated through spectral analysis of the time series.
For reference, we also show the time series of the highest
frequency band (3 GHz, labelled high-freq) in Figures 6 to
8. The uncorrected residuals show red noise associated with
dispersion-measure variations, indicating that for these lines
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Figure 6. Estimated infinite frequency arrival times t∞ for a Kolmogorov phase screen with scattering properties like PSR B1937+21.
In the left two panels we show the correction where the TOA uncertainties are used to weight the TOAs. In the right panels, we show
estimates after accounting for excess scattering noise. We show the infinite frequency time of arrival t∞ for three correction schemes
(descending from the top row): four-term fitting for ν−2, ν−4, and ν−6.4 (4); a three-term approach fitting for ν−2 and ν−6.4 (3); and
two-term approach fitting for ν−2 (labeled 2). We also show the residuals for the highest-frequency arrival times (labeled High-freq) in
the lowermost panel. To the right of each time series we show its maximum entropy power spectrum.
Figure 7. Estimated infinite frequency arrival times t∞ for a square law phase screen and PSR B1937−21 scattering strength. Panel
descriptions are the same as for Figure 6.
of sight it is insufficient to observe at high-frequency to avoid
the effects of the ISM.
In the right hand series of plots in Figures 6 to 8, we
show the same mitigation strategies applied, but instead
change the weighting by adding (in quadrature) the ISM-
induced uncertainties to the arrival times using Equation
(26). We find significant improvement in arrival-time esti-
mates using ν−2 correction alone, confirming that down-
weighting the low-frequency TOAs (relative to their formal
TOA uncertainty) is necessary to reduce errors in estimates
of t∞.
7 FUTURE STUDIES
The simulations and methods implemented here can be used
to examine a wider range of more complex scattering ge-
ometries, such as anisotropic scattering screens. Observa-
tions over the last 10 years indicate that along a large
number of lines of sight, density fluctuations are highly
anisotropic (Cordes et al. 2006; Brisken et al. 2010). Fur-
thermore some MSPs show evidence for extreme scattering
events caused by discrete structures along their lines of sight
(Coles et al. 2015) that cause sudden changes in dispersion,
refraction, and diffraction of radio waves. These features can
be included by adding additional components to the phase-
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Figure 8. Estimated infinite frequency arrival times t∞ for a Kolmogorov phase screen with scattering properties like PSR B1713+0747.
Panel descriptions are the same as for Figure 6.
varying screen or modifying the scattered brightness distri-
bution B0(θ).
Our results would be complemented by fully diffractive
simulations over a wide range of frequencies. These diffrac-
tive simulations are necessary to understand the role of an-
cillary observations of interstellar propagation such as dy-
namic spectra and secondary spectra (Walker & Stinebring
2005; Hemberger & Stinebring 2008) in de-biasing arrival-
time estimates, and investigating the role of cyclic spec-
troscopy (Demorest 2011; Walker, Demorest & van Straten
2013) in arrival-time correction.
Our predictions will be tested with higher precision tim-
ing observations and observations of MSPs at lower RF. For
example, the properties of excess noise at low frequencies in
a population of MSPs, already evident in PSR J1643−1224
will provide evidence for the propagation effects described
here. Observations at very low radio frequencies (such as
with the LOFAR telescope) provide the best opportunity to
measure these effects where they are the strongest. Obser-
vations using the International Pulsar Timing Array data
sets (Hobbs et al. 2010; Verbiest et al. 2016), which contain
a wide range of frequencies, can be used to identify terms in
addition to frequency correlated DM variations.
8 CONCLUSIONS
Without mitigation, the propagation of radio pulses through
the ISM may impede usage of the highest precision pulsar
timing observations for fundamental measurements, includ-
ing those intending to detect gravitational waves. We have
assessed the strength of dispersive and refractive interstel-
lar propagation effects on precision pulsar timing observa-
tions by simulating TOA perturbations caused by frequency-
dependent phase-changing screens. We then investigated
techniques to determine the infinite frequency time of ar-
rival t∞ using a variety of scattering screen and observing
configurations. Our main findings are as follows:
1. The ISM induces TOA perturbations that stochasti-
cally vary in time, and both deterministically and stochasti-
cally vary in radio frequency. Through simulation, we have
analysed their strengths and temporal variability. None of
the effects have the steep power spectrum predicted for the
GWB, with most showing correlations on week to month
time scales.
2. Multi-frequency observations can be used to correct
propagation effects to a certain extent. For some nearby,
weakly scattered pulsars, sub-10 ns rms residuals can be
achieved when correcting only for ν−2 perturbations. For
other more distant pulsars, correcting for both ν−2 and ν−6
terms produces corrected time series with a higher degree of
stationarity.
3. Optimal observing strategies are highly LOS depen-
dent: The strengths of the terms depend on the strength
and structure of the scattering screen. As a result, observa-
tion and correction strategies need to be tailored to individ-
ual pulsars. For fixed scattering strength, square law media
induce larger and more non-stationary fluctuations in the
corrected time series than Kolmogorov media.
4. The best observing strategy depends on the strength
of the propagation effects relative to other noise sources:
When the total observing bandwidth is increased, TOA per-
turbations become less correlated and correction becomes
less effective. When the total observing bandwidth is nar-
row, higher order corrections cannot be resolved from the
frequency dependent terms.
5. Corrected time series contain propagation errors as-
sociated with perturbations that vary stochastically with
frequency. Even though these effects may be at levels
smaller than the white noise, they affect the sensitivity
of a PTA to GWs. This is further discussed in the con-
text of a measurement model for GW detection (Paper I;
Cordes & Shannon 2012). We find that the greatest benefit
comes from down-weighting low frequency TOAs due to the
frequency-dependent stochasticity of the arrival times.
There is mounting evidence that effects like these are
present in MSP observations. Recent analysis indicates
that the effects of scattering are contributing excess red
noise in observations of the millisecond pulsar J1643−1224
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(Lentati et al. 2016). At low frequency (700−800 MHz) the
pulsar shows stochastic arrival-time variations (in excess of
DM variations) with a shallow red-noise spectrum and a
strength that is proportional to the pulse broadening time.
Observations with the PPTA project show that the highest-
precision pulsars show excess noise at the lowest observing
frequency Shannon et al. (2015). It is unclear if the noise is
instrumental or astrophysical. If it is astrophysical it could
be associated with effects like the ones simulated here.
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APPENDIX A: REFRACTED IMAGE SHAPE
In the simulations presented here, the image intensity B(θ)
relates the refractive phase changing screens to refractive
and diffractive propagation delay, by weighting the delay
through any position by the image intensity expressed in
equation (4).
Electron-density fluctuations on large scales refract, fo-
cus, and defocus radiation from pulsars, producing varia-
tions in the flux density and arrival times of the pulsed
radiation. Large is defined relative to the refractive scale
Dθd, which is itself larger than the Fresnel scale ≈
√
λD
by the same factor that the Fresnel scale is larger than the
diffractive scale ≈ λ/θd (Rickett 1990). While an acceptable
model for electron-density variations includes a continuum
of length scales, it is useful to separate large and small scales,
which we do here. In general, the Kirchhoff diffraction in-
tegral for the scalar wave field E(x) at the observer plane
is
E(x) = −
[
iEp
λs(1− s)D
] ∫
dx′ exp
[
iΦ(x,x′)
]
, (A1)
where Ep is the emitted field, Φ is the total phase associ-
ated with a particular trajectory, and x and x′ are both two-
dimensional vectors transverse to the LOS that reside on the
observer plane and the screen plane, respectively. We have
denoted the earth-pulsar distance asD, the earth-screen dis-
tance as sD, and the screen-pulsar distance (1 − s)D. The
total phase Φ = φg + φr + φd, is comprised of a geometric
term
φg(x,x
′) = k
[
x′
2
sD
+
|x− x′|2
(1− s)D
]
, (A2)
a refractive term φr from large scale variations, and a diffrac-
tive term φd from small scale variations. In the absence of
the refractive term, the scattered wave field of a point source
is described by its ensemble-average image intensity B0(θ),
where θ = x′/sD. Refraction is included as a paraboloidal
perturbation centred on the stationary phase point (SPP)
x¯′:
φr(x
′) = (A3)
φr(x¯
′) +A · (x′ − x¯′) + (x′ − x¯′) ·C · (x′ − x¯′),
where A is a 2-dimensional vector that describes the phase
gradient about the SPP and C is a 2 × 2 matrix that de-
scribes the curvature about the SPP.
By consolidating linear and quadratic terms, and solv-
ing equation (A1), the refracted image can be expressed as
a function of the undistorted image:
B(θ) = B0[M(θ − θ¯)], (A4)
where θ¯ = x¯′/(sD) and M = U†γ−1
2
U , γ2 is a 2 × 2 di-
agonal matrix that describes the refractive gains along the
major and and minor axes of the distortion and U is a 2×2
matrix that diagonalises C, i.e., a rotation matrix that de-
fines the orientation of the major and minor axes of the
paraboloid relative to the coordinate system.
In practice, we do not solve for A and C at the sta-
tionary phase points, but at points on the grid of the phase
screen. The stationary phase points are located where the
total phase gradient is zero:
∇Φtot(x
′) =∇ (φr + φg) = 0. (A5)
The location of a SPP can be found by substituting
equation (A3) into equation (A5). Because the resulting
equations are linear in x′ and y′, about each SPP there is a
unique solution,
xr =
cd− ae
be− c2 and yr =
ac− bd
be− c2 , (A6)
where
a = Ax − Cxxx0 −Cxyy0, (A7)
b =
k
s(1− s)D + Cxx, (A8)
c = Cxy, (A9)
d = Ay −Cyyx0 − Cxyy0, and (A10)
e =
k
s(1− s)D + Cyy. (A11)
In angle, the SPP is located at
(θr,x, θr,y) = (
xr
sD
,
yr
sD
). (A12)
The matrix M describing the image distortion is
M = (A13)[
Gx cos
2 α+Gy sin
2 α (Gx −Gy) cosα sinα
(Gx −Gy) cosα sinα Gx sin2 α+Gy cos2 α
]
,
where α is the rotation angle of major axis of the curvature
relative to the x axis,
α =
1
2
tan−1 [−2Cxy/(Cxx − Cyy)] , (A14)
and Gx,y are the refractive gains along the major and minor
axes,
Gx =
[
1 +
s(1− s)D
kC′xx
]
−1
, Gy =
[
1 +
s(1− s)D
kC′yy
]
−1
. (A15)
The curvatures along the major and minor axes are C′xx and
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C′yy:
C′xx = Cxx cos
2 θ + 2Cxy cos θ sin θ + Cyy sin
2 θ (A16)
C′yy = Cxx sin
2 θ − 2Cxy cos θ sin θ + Cyy cos2 θ. (A17)
APPENDIX B: SIMULATIONS
In this appendix we describe simulations that were used to
model the perturbations to pulse times of arrival (TOAs)
through refractive phase screens. The implementation is
outlined below and detailed in the following subsections:
1. Define the properties of the scattering screen and the
observations (Appendix B1): The strength of propagation
effects are highly line-of-sight dependent. Therefore, it is
first necessary to define the properties of the scattering
screen and both the location and velocity of the pulsar. The
strengths of the effects are of course also highly dependent
on the choice of observational frequencies.
2. Generate the reference phase screen Φref(x, νref).
(Appendix B2): As a proxy for electron-density variations
that govern radio-wave propagation, the phase screen at the
highest observing frequency is used to construct the phase
screens at all observing frequencies because it requires the
highest spatial resolution.
3. Generate phase screens Φ(x, ν) for the observing
frequencies (Appendix B3): Relative to the reference phase
screen, the other phase screens at lower frequencies have
larger and smoother phase variations. These screens are
formed by rescaling the phase and low-pass filtering the
reference phase screen Φref .
4. Calculate propagation delays through the phase
screens (Section 4 of the main text): For each time and
frequency, the refractive propagation delays, identified in
Section 2, are calculated.
5. Add additional perturbations to the TOAs. Other
sources of noise are added to the TOAs to properly assess
the efficacy of mitigation techniques. In this paper the only
additional noise source considered is additive white noise.
6. Mitigate Propagation Delays (Section 6 of the main
text): We mitigate propagation effects using only the TOAs
themselves. The properties of the corrected TOAs are quan-
tified by the rms and the spectral properties of the corrected
time series.
B1 Characterising the scattering screen
The phase screens are simulated on a rectangular grid so
that at each time t and position x, the phase is calculated
as Φ(r, t; ν) = Φ(xi − sVeff t, yi; ν). We define x to be the
direction of effective motion with velocity Veff = sVp, where
s is the fractional distance earth screen distance. We assume
that the motion of the screen is negligible, but include the
effect of the earth’s motion, which can be a significant con-
tribution for the slowest moving MSPs.
In order to estimate the strength of propagation effects,
a number of quantities need to be defined: the geometry
of the observer-pulsar-scattering screen system, the nominal
strength of the scattering screen, and the observing frequen-
cies.
Calibrating the screen and screen structure: As a
proxy for scattering strength, we use the scintillation
decorrelation bandwidth ∆νd(νref) at a reference fre-
quency νref . This quantity is chosen because it is di-
rectly observable and often reported in the literature,
and is directly related to other properties of the scat-
tering medium (Cordes, Pidwerbetsky & Lovelace 1986;
Romani, Narayan & Blandford 1986; Rickett 1990).
The structure of the fluctuations in the phase screen is
characterised by the power spectrum of the electron density
and phase fluctuations Pne ∝ PΦ(q), where q is spatial fre-
quency, i.e., the Fourier conjugate to screen position x. In
most of the simulations we assume that the phase fluctu-
ations follow a power law with power law PΦ ∝ q−β over
the scales of interest here, which appears to be a reason-
able assumption (Rickett 1990). For most lines of sight β is
between 11/3 (Kolmogorov) and 4 (square law). However,
to demonstrate that our simulations are properly behaving,
we also simulated a smooth screen by assuming the power
spectrum was a one-sided Gaussian (PΦ ∝ exp[−q2/2q2c ]).
Relevant length scales and numerical screen size: The
screen dimensions are set by the resolution and size re-
quirements of the simulations. The relevant length scales are
the diffractive length scale ℓd(ν), the refractive length scale
ℓr(ν), and the projected distance the pulsar moves along the
screen Lx.
At each observing frequency, these length scales are
derived from the frequency-dependent decorrelation band-
width ∆νd(ν). For power-law media with β between 3 and
4, the decorrelation bandwidth relative to the reference fre-
quency is
∆νd(ν) = ∆νd,ref
(
ν
νref
)2β/(2−β)
. (B1)
Following the expressions in Hu, Stinebring & Romani
(1991), the diffractive scale on the screen plane is
ℓd(ν) = π
(6−β)/(β/2−1)
√
s(1− s)cD∆νd(ν)
2ν2
, (B2)
and the refractive scale on the screen plane is
ℓr(ν) =
[
(β − 2)
4(4− β)
]1/2
csD
νℓd(ν)
. (B3)
The screen is set to have grid sizes ∆x and ∆y that are
both a factor µi smaller than the smallest length scale in
the simulation, which is the refractive scale at the highest
frequency, νh:
∆x = ∆y =
ℓr(νh)
µi
. (B4)
In the direction perpendicular to motion, the size of the
phase screen is set to be larger than the refractive scale at
the lowest frequency by a factor µo,y:
Ly = µo,yℓr(νL). (B5)
In the direction of motion, the largest scale is usually
the projected distance the pulsar moves across the screen,
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sVpT , where T is the the total observing span.
Lx = µo,xsVpT. (B6)
However when the projected distance is small, or the lowest
observing frequency is exceptionally low, the refractive scale
may be larger. In this case, Lx follows the form of Equation
(B5).
To mitigate the effects of periodic boundary conditions
associated with Fourier-domain generation of the fluctua-
tions (see discussion below), the length of the screen in the
x direction is a factor µo,x larger than Lx.
Putting this together, the screen has dimensions
Nx =
Lx
∆x
= µo,xµi
sVpT
ℓr(νh)
(B7)
and
Ny =
Ly
∆y
= µo,yµi
ℓr(νL)
ℓr(νH)
. (B8)
B2 Generating the reference phase screen
The reference phase screen is generated in the Fourier do-
main and then transformed into the spatial domain using
a discrete Fourier transform implemented through a fast
Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm:
Φ(rp) =
∑
q
Φ˜(qq) exp (irp · qq) . (B9)
The phase screen represents one realisation of the ran-
dom medium. It is assumed that the screen has a well defined
power spectrum4.
To generate a single realisation, complex Gaussian
white noise wq is multiplied by an appropriate filter function
F (q):
Φ˜(qq) = wqF (qq). (B10)
The form of the filter is set by requiring that the power spec-
trum of the fluctuations follow ensemble average behaviour:
〈PΦ(q)〉 = 〈Φ˜(q)Φ˜∗(q)〉. (B11)
By substituting Equation (B10) into Equation (B11), the
relationship between PΦ and f is found to be:
PΦ(q) = 〈w2q〉F 2(q) (B12)
Two types of phase screens were generated. Smooth
screens were generated using a Gaussian shape,
F (q) = exp
(
− q
2ℓ2c
2
)
, (B13)
where ℓc is the characteristic length scale for the fluctuations
in phase. For the screen to be smooth, we set ℓc to be much
larger than the refractive scale ℓr.
Turbulent phase screens that show phase fluctuations
with power law behaviour PΦ ∝ q−β were also generated. In
these cases, an appropriate filter is F (q) = q−β/2.
4 We note that it is sufficient for the power spectrum to be defined
over the observing region. For example, over a finite time (or a
finite region of space) many non-stationary processes have well
defined ensemble average power spectra, but over infinite time or
space they have divergent power spectra.
Because the phase is real-valued in the spatial domain,
its Fourier transform Φ˜ is Hermitian. Enforcing Hermiticity
in equation (B9), the discrete Fourier transform is
Φ(xp) =
∑
q
F (qq) [aq cos(xp · qq) + bq sin(xp · qq)] , (B14)
where aq and bq are real random variables with the prop-
erties 〈apaq〉 = 〈bpbq〉 = σ2δpq, and 〈apbq〉 = 0, where the
angled brackets indicate the ensemble-average value of the
interior quantity.
B3 Generating the multi-frequency phase screens
For a single realization, all the phase screens at different
frequencies are generated from the same template that rep-
resents the original electron-density variations. In practice,
this template phase screen is the highest frequency phase
screen because it requires the highest spatial resolution.
The strength of the screen at all observing frequencies
is set with the phase structure function:
DΦ(b) = 〈Φ(r)Φ(r + b)〉. (B15)
For power-law media, the structure function is defined
to be
DΦ(b) = π
2
(
b
ℓd
)β−2
, (B16)
where β = 11/3 for Kolmogorov media and β = 4 for square
law media. We note that this definition of the structure func-
tion is self consistent with our definition of the diffractive
length scale in Equation B2, but differs from that in (Rickett
1990) and our other work (Cordes, Shannon, & Stinebring
2016).
Using the discrete representation of phase (see Equation
B14), the structure function of the simulated phase screen
is
DΦ(b) = 2σ
2
∑
q
F 2(qq) [1− cos(qq · b)] . (B17)
The screen is normalised on the scale of the smallest
resolution element, and σ is chosen such that
σ =
{(
π2
2
)
DΦ(∆x/ℓd)∑
q F (q)
2[1− cos(qq · b)]
}1/2
. (B18)
To mimic diffractive smoothing of the phase screen, a
filter G(q) is applied in the Fourier domain to smooth the
phase screen. The phase screen is smoothed to the refractive
scale at a spatial frequency qc = 1/ℓr(ν) using a Gaussian
filter:
G(q) = exp
[
− q
2
2q2c
]
. (B19)
Therefore, the phase at frequency ν is
Φ(rp; ν) =
(
ν
νref
)
−1∑
q
G(qq)Φ˜r(qq) exp [−iqq · rp] . (B20)
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